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FREEDOM GIRTH
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YOUR SAFE SADDLE, YOUR FREE HORSE

Externum.
Externals intercostals.
Pectoralis ascendens.
Oblique abdominis externus.

The exclusive design of the Scharf
Freedom Girth, was designed such
that each part of it, work with a
particular muscle of the chest
without interfering with the
free functioning of other muscle.

Independent accompaniment
of the intercostals muscles,
right and left.

Independent accompaniment
of the pectoral muscles,
advancing and
receding.

Independent accompaniment
of the pectoral muscles, going up and down when
the muscles change shape.

MECHANICAL MOVEMENT PERFORMED BY THE RIB CAGE WHEN THE HORSE BREATHES

The movement
that allows elasticity
in the cartilaginous
junction of the intercostals
facilitates the articulation
of the rib cage allowing
an unforced expansion.

The cartilaginous junction of the intercostals facilitates the articulation.

Maximum air circulation!

Maximum elimination of sweat!
The contact in segments on the horse
of the Scharf Freedom Girth, allows to
circulate air and
eliminate sweat.
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STRONG AND RESISTANT

Strong synthetic fiber

The Freedom Girth is the only girth with a integral structure within itself of high
resistant manufactured with non-deformable polymer fibers. This material works
as an internal body without cuts or stitches to make it so strong that it is not possible
to break. The strong synthetic fiber (750 ks force resistance in the Dressage and Iceland Horses models and
1500 ks force resistance Jumping, Eventing and Western models) run from one end to another one covered
by premium quality skin for its greater elegance and quality , joining and articulating each one of its parts.
This material of last generation, used in extreme force sports (climbing, navy moorings, air sports, etc.)
is approved by the European security norms and has a certificate of inspection in force.

THE SCHARF FREEDOM GIRTH, IS UNIQUE !!

Its revolutionary concept
makes it the first girth on the market that works intermuscularly.
Its extreme articulation is so evident that it is capable of folding itself
so that it is easier to transport it and such that is does not occupy place.
Scharf Freedom Girth is a unique product, manufactured in Europe
with high quality materials in accordance with
European Community standards.
This product focuses on
the quality of life for the
horse and its quality will
allow you to use it
for many years!

